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Smart Security is Total Security
CSS Corp secures the brand reputation for a leading retailer through comprehensive security solution
For a large variety store chain, CSS Corp secured the end-point devices across thousands of stores, through smart cyber security solutions
focused on reducing risks and improving operational efficiency

Cybercriminals target retail organizations to
seek strategic advantage by stealing
intellectual property using a wide assortment
of tools and mechanisms. Cyber-attack can
have a devastating effect on a retailer’s
business.
Curbing these security breaches and providing
a secured environment for its IT infrastructure
becomes a business imperative for any retailer
to function efficiently. This is what CSS Corp
delivered for a fortune 300 retailer, securing
the end-point devices across thousands of
stores to prevent data theft

Client Situation
The client uses a new technology platform which provides its stores with
better workflow management tools and computer-based training modules.
This platform allows the store to have robust communications with its
buyers and enhances the customer checkout experience.
The retail management system used by the client allows Electronic Bank
Transfer (EBT), credit card payment methods and cash back option with
debit cards. This allows customers to withdraw cash from their accounts
without an additional stop at an ATM or bank.
The client uses innumerable end-point devices across thousands of stores
to deliver superior customer experience to its shoppers. The client chose
CSS Corp to secure these end-point devices to prevent data theft and
protect sensitive customer data.

The CSS Corp Solution
Driven by a deep understanding of the retail industry, CSS Corp launched its
security solutions crafted to address the client’s specific requirements. CSS
Corp implemented comprehensive security measures across the stores
leveraging our new age cyber security services - Intelligent Security
Operations Center (iSOC). iSOC enables the retailer to monitor, analyze and
respond to security threats and assisted them in threat detections.

About the Client
A fortune 300 retailer and the second largest
variety store chain in the United States, with
over 8000 stores 46 states

CSS Corp’s Cyber Attack Thwarts Services (CATS) helped the retailer with
real cyber-attacks simulation on a few stores. This enabled the retailer to
proactively assess the store’s vulnerability to security threats.
Anomalies in end-user systems were detected through end-point intelligent
tools. CSS Corp also conducted culture specific assessments to identify
how a specific device of a specific store might inadvertently contribute for a
cyber-attack.
The CSS Corp solution improved service levels and framework to protect
customer information using tools related to P2PE encryption, anomalous
and behavioral detection. CSS Corp partnered with industry leaders
Bit9+Carbonblack to provide insights into malicious/anomalous patterns
of system access and behavior including RAM scraping.

Business Outcomes
Our retail specific security solutions prevented revenue loss and secured the
brand reputation of the client.
 70% of vulnerabilities in the security landscape were detected and
rectified through iSOC enabling a robust system for the retailer
 80% of retail specific cyber-attacks were detected early on and prevented
which boosted customer trust
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cyber-attack was delivered by CSS Corp ensuring superior
customer experience

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com

